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Foreword
Maribella Genova’s “My Saviour” is captivating and holds the readers spell-bound
for thematic reasons which are profoundly psychological as well as universal.
Themes related to grief, suffering, loss and death are vital aspects that seemingly
emanate from the artist’s personal experience and are manifested at different stages.
The exploration of these dark chambers is dealt with subtly, ingeniously, but mainly
psychologically with rare aesthetic beauty. It is also her artistic ability and power of
imagination that enables her to transform even pathos and spiritual agony into a
mellow tragic vision, but surprisingly, without losing sight of hope and the brighter
side of life. Written in the most pacey and lucid style, Genova displayed her most
remarkable skill by expressing her thoughts and feelings in a way that enables her
to get into the very skin of every breath, every word, every thought, every idea and
every feeling of what she articulates to unfold the hidden essence within, with rare
insight and artistic dexterity.
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This short fiction, as I perceive, is perfectly fit for psycho-analytical study. It
recounts a sad and moving tale of Maria who is the product of a broken home. Her
heartless, theatrical and vexatious mother perennially ill-treats her own susceptible
daughter, Maria, by relentlessly unleashing her uncalled-for storm of invectives in
her little hapless and defenseless world. Pathetically, Maria’s spiritual, mental and
emotional needs have come into confrontation with her mother’s ruthless and
inhuman treatment, making her mentally alienated and spiritually lacerated. Her
weak-willed escapist father has an unconcealed malice for his own wife, so lives
separately from the family. Psychologically, unhealthy upbringing at home,
unpleasant and unwholesome relationships among family members are the cardinal
causes of mental conflicts in children, and even adults. Loss of parental affection
owing to the loss or absence of either parents or both has a disastrous effect on the
overall well being and growth of the child. Over dominance by mother and
negligence or indifference on the part of father during Maria’s childhood should
have actually rendered her incapable of coping with those she comes in contact with
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in the later part of her life as she is likely to become a victim of conflict, confusion
or contradictory drives, depressive disorders and even abnormal, deviant and
negativistic behavior. But amazingly, none of these is perceptible in her case,
though inevitably, some minor, negligible traces present, are scarcely noticeable.
Maria’s upbringing sans father at an early age, broadly speaking, could not
damage her almost invulnerable psyche much, but surely, it has generated a state of
abject frustration and tension in her. She often experiences tremendous inner
turmoil and anguish with a starved and wounded psyche and with an unfulfilled
desire for love and sense of belongingness. The pent up feelings choked within her
for long psychically necessitated her to expel her sense of loneliness and gratify her
mental and emotional starvation by befriending Connie who is her ‘rescue’, her
‘salvation’ and who made her feel released ‘from the box’. This works precisely, as
a defense against anxiety tension, conflict and boredom which she has been
experiencing since long. As the emotional vacuum created in her life by her own
dictatorial mother is too vast and deep, she frequently slips into the company of
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glorious Connie to elicit satisfaction and relief to assuage her grim and painful
present. But on learning how her own friend has been, by guile, pushed into
prostitution by her own wicked mother, hell virtually loosens itself upon her, for
she was the only ‘happiness’ in her life that could ‘minimize her darkness’.
Connie’s subsequent suicide on account of her extreme frustration with her own
wretched life shocks her beyond bounds. But instead of feeling dispirited, she is
awakened to a realization that life is precious, it should be lived, valued and
respected and the best possible way to live up to this ideal is to break free from her
state of imprisonment. The following lines she wrote to her mother once are telling
and are still entrenched deeply in her unconscious mind: ‘...but the day will come
when I will no longer let you do it to me. Until then, know that when I am silenced
by your words, I am building a tower within. This is the tower I will climb to
liberate myself from the web of your vile hate’.
Finally, the daring, confident and enterprising Maria vents the plethora of her
choked feelings by leaving her hellish house suddenly without informing her
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peevish mother; she knows that this would cause a terrible blow to her who has
done nothing good, except generating frustrations and mental conflicts in her
pitiably vacuous life. Such a drastic act may be termed behaviorally as a revenge
reaction springing from the deep-rooted frustrations and conflicts. These reactions
give opportunities for the satisfaction of hostile thoughts and aggressive feelings
and for the attainment of some sort of power and a strange sense of satisfaction for
the attainment of freedom, contextually here, from her mother’s tyrannical rule.
Such an act is also often seen as a direct expression of some strong motive or
impulse. Whatever is not acceptable to the ego is repressed in the unconscious, but
it surfaces suddenly at the conscious level at some moment and struggles for its
immediate fulfillment. These reactions also provide Maria with the ‘newly acquired
freedom’ which is also ‘the reminder of a love divinely enriched in the midst of a
harsh winter’s cold’. It is praiseworthy that Maria’s grit, confidence and strong
determination never allow negative forces to overwhelm her; they rather get
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crystallized into some form of psychic strength and fortify her spirit to surmount all
odds.
The short fiction, I must say, is very interesting, inspiring and thoughtprovoking. All issues presented are pertinent, important, universal and eternal, as
they can be witnessed not only in our day-to-day life, but also would be seen for all
times to come. It is also commendable that Maribella Genova has written it
feelingly, subtly, dexterously, artistically and above all, psychologically, by using
the most unusual powers of her imagination, making it a landmark achievement in
the realm of modern psychological English prose fiction. Still, some milestones
have to be crossed to reach the pinnacle of her creative career.
I wish her success with all my heart and soul for all her future creations, plans
and projects.
Dr. Dalip Khetarpal,
Poet, critic, reviewer, author, administrator.
Former Director Principal,
Ambala, India.
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…Let love steer our way
to unknown realms of happiness
where new life will flourish,
transcending all pain,
finally radiating as we have many times before.
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Maribella Genova

T

HE WALLS THEMSELVES CRINGE every time she puts us through one of
her high pitch screaming episodes. This house is too small for such volume,

plus mom’s vocal cords have got to be fatigued. You’d think she’d be tired of so
much screaming. I know I am. This small two-bedroom apartment with its ragged
appearance and overpriced rent has been my home for eleven years after moving to

scattered shoes, despite effectively covering the tile cracks, disgust me, so I simply
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by no means has the same standards of cleanliness I do. His dirty socks and
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this country at the age of five. I split a room with my three-year elder brother who

make them disappear under his bed. The four of us share a small bathroom testing
the boundaries of human patience which we fail repeatedly. The furniture albeit
functional and normal size, seems too big for this space. Our six chair dining room
table, two which have never been used, stretches out about a foot too long
narrowing our trail into the kitchen.
One-day, mom decided that a clear plastic tablecloth was necessary to reduce its
wear and tear, which annoyingly sticks to our arms and legs whenever we walk by.
The Arizona heat and uninstalled central air conditioner decide for us that it needs
to be disposed of. The beautiful cherry wood china cabinet displays mom’s vintage
tea set from her hometown in Russia. It is beautifully embellished with deep red

untouched. Every time I ask if we can use it for our afternoon tea, there is no reply,
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a green tone to it. Ironically, being the substantial tea drinkers we are, it remains
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roses and bears a classic style, yet the gold trim which once shined, is now dull with

so I let it go. In the kitchen, we have a set of four glasses from Burger King
highlighting the King himself in a variety of colors. I’m sure this set is over ten
years old and again, never used. I don’t get it, limited space filled with things we
don’t use; it seems dysfunctional, much like our family. Our Catholic tradition is
proudly announced by the amount of religious articles, statues, and candles
cluttered all over the house. No square inch escapes the fury. I once tried to count
the amount of crosses we have, but got bored so I stopped. Fresh flowers are placed
weekly at the feet of our twenty four-inch statue of the Blessed Mother, where we
pray the rosary daily kneeling before her. No matter where I am in our small home,
I see Jesus, Mary, or respectfully, any Saint of choice chanting his or her

asphyxiates me.
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Blessed Mother, but since I am somewhat of a minimalist, anything this radical
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“sainthood” so that I can mimic them. Don’t get me wrong, I love my Jesus and
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Her yelling is notorious and feared within the family, but in all honesty, I’m bored
by it. Mom’s voice carries so well, that I’m sure our neighbours are privy to all our
arguments, which is why they don’t look straight at us when we pass by them. Her
actions repeatedly include the rise of her voice followed by her hand, shoe, or belt
in a swift but extremely painful pounding. Beatings are just part of the cycle; I hate
it here. She reminds me once again how fat I look as her family picture taking
event is ruined by my weight. I am an embarrassment to the family, and she would
rather not have it portrayed in pictures. As usual, I don’t reply since her critical
comments and demeaning attitude have been dialogue for as far as I can remember.
I’m either too fat for eating something I enjoy, egotistic for wanting more than I

not present or allowed in this home. Rules are followed, without question. I stay
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says. Nothing I do is ever right for her. Personal independence and free thinking are
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have, rebellious if I do something she doesn’t like, or disobeying if I don’t do as she

silent in an effort to respect God’s commandment to honour our parents, but there
are days she shatters me to pieces, and I want nothing more than to disappear.
However, my convictions would never allow it. I foretell that my personal values
will one day be my demise yet frightened even more so that I am so fully aware of
this. Knowingly, I try to fit in for the sake of a guiltless life, turning my back to the
person I really am. This torture, imbalance, has found refuge in my slowly
increasing food intake which is a secret I share only with my disabled spirit. You
name it, cupcakes, cookies, chocolate, or any of their close relatives, have managed
to douse my unhappiness in short term pleasure. For a minute, I am able to
withdraw from the stagnancy of my inclusive dreariness to a place where nothing

hell that trails my every breath. In my mastering the art of hide and devour later,
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this sacred space, cultivates a moment of hope for potential change extinct of the
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exists; a magical vastness detached from pain, expectations, and reality. Sowing in

cravings are sustained with food I strategically place around the house for my
ensuing relief. There are no suspicions, no mistakes, and no carelessness. My
mother's constant complaining of my weight thrills me as it is all occurring right
before her. My deviance somehow excites me as my bad choices bring me a sense
of autonomy and distance that I desperately seek. Her unawareness of my food
addiction restores my connection to self in an ill sabotaging manner, but I don't
care. It brings me a sense of pleasure and freedom that allows me to disassociate
from her. It may be destructive, but for a moment, I can breathe. The hounding
belief drilled into me that I have to be a good girl or hell will be waiting for me with
open arms of heated pleasure, tortures me with my wrongdoings. Luckily, a couple
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of cookies can fix this. Ironically, I long for peace and quiet, it truly never comes.
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I make every effort to understand where her hatred originates from considering I
am an exemplary student and daughter, never once giving her a reason to mistrust
me. I follow my religious upbringing by attending daily mass and praying my
rosary three times a day. I don’t even wear pants to comply with some scriptural
context she most likely invented; my bullies at school love this one. I realize the
value of faith in my life, yet I can’t put my head around the belittling, the
badgering. Mom always points out my faults, and even though she unfairly
questions my loyalty, I believe I am obedient. Nonetheless, for the sole purpose of
experiencing peace, I do what I can to improve. Maybe if I become good enough

have matching twin beds, separated by a small light wood two drawer nightstand
which we share. The top drawer is mine and holds all my cherished items.
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My bedroom, although shared, little and simple, is my haven. My brother and I
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she will finally like me.

Naturally, I house my rosary and prayer books there as I know Mom looks for them
when she rummages through our room. During my prayer time, I display a small
musical figure of Our Lady of Fatima, which winds up the Ave Maria. I gently lay
her in a mantle toward the back of my drawer to prevent breakage. A variety of old
family photos and high school paraphernalia fills up the empty space. I don’t have
much but what I have means a lot to me. I once hid my journal there and remember
being terrified in school thinking my mom could find it during one of her scouring
sessions. The minute I got home, I quickly hid it in my backpack, and it’s been
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there since.

place where I can breathe, sing, and dance with the ability to be myself. I share my
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freedom holds my dreams, desires, and hopes. Every new page creates a magical
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My journal is the voice that I am not allowed to have. My little bundle of

enthusiasm through all types of literal expressions. Though I recite poetry, draw
badly, and doodle excessively, my favorite is writing letters to those I can’t speak
to. I once wrote a letter to my Dad asking him why he won’t get involved in
bringing sanity back to our family. He works all the time saying he hates being
around mom. Unfortunately, he forgets that with him being gone, her madness
smothers me exclusively. He’s a good man with fatherly intentions but ambiguous
actions. As things fall apart, he remains remote.

Thank you again for reminding me how horrible of a daughter I am. You are
a piece of work striving to humble me with guilt and shame. Last night, you
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Dear Mom,
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I wrote this letter to Mom:

said you were leaving me because I disappoint you; that in the morning, I would
find you gone. But you didn’t leave. I was saddened and yet not surprised that
you couldn’t even stay true to your own drama. What a great show you put on.
The academy award for best dramatic actress so deservingly goes to you.
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Your daughter.
Maria
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Be aware that when an outlet for my rescue surfaces, I will be gone. My voice
and confidence that you have crushed will be regained. I no longer care if you
like me. My tolerance is hanging on a thread, and I will either fall to my death
or soar to magnificence. One day, I will understand that this pain you cause me
is the same pain that haunts you. I don’t know who did this to you, but the day
will come when I will no longer let you do it to me. Until then, know that when I
am silenced by your words, I am building a tower within. This is the tower I will
climb to liberate myself from the web of your vile hate.

aware that if she finds it, I’ll be crawling into my grave.
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hope, no escape, and no freedom. I would be better off dead. Of course, I am also
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My written word is the breath of fresh air that sustains me. Without it, there is no

I love writing. I also love school. Call me nerd or geek, I take no offense.
Learning for me is crucial in my long term mission for life change. Mrs. Reed, my
Home Economics teacher, is my undefined mentor in finding my way to college.
She reviews my grades while showing interest in my personal goals without
knowing the reality of my home life. My name has been continuously graced on the
honour roll list as many of my friends concentrate on marriage after graduation. I
choose not attach to anything that will keep me here long term. Consequently, my
friends list consists of Connie and Ylma.
Connie and I have been friends for only a few months with me knowing very

by her character and stimulating smile as if problems don’t exist for her. Oddly
enough, since our encounters have been minor, her presence makes me feel
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she is a year or two older, she seems more experienced than I am. I am fascinated
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little of her. We have been involved in various school projects together but suspect

peaceful yet curious. She’s a mirror image of the girl I want to be, fun, spunky,
alive, beautiful. Everything she wears looks cute on her, and I’m sure I stare way
too much.
Ylma comes from the non-religious dysfunctional family where her parents hate
each other but chose to remain in an unhappy marriage delivering huge arguments
with choice words. Ylma likes to skip school as often as she can, knowing her
parents will remain uninvolved if she gets caught. My mother allows this friendship
as long as we keep it in school, though she has invited her to church many a time.
Ylma is yet to reply.

She lives with her dad, mom, and younger sister that looks no more than twelve or
thirteen years old. They despised the crime ridden area when they previously lived,
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moving into my apartment complex with her family; only three doors down the hall.
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Excitement shot right through me a few weeks ago when Connie told me she was

even though our neighbourhood is unsafe with the amount of car thefts and
burglaries occurring lately. My head is rushing with ways Connie and I can spend
more time together from riding the school bus to washing our clothes in the
community laundry room. On moving day, I vainly gawk from the window as they
unload the moving truck, thinking I should help instead. I can hardly control myself
when I find out her family joined our same church creating more time and
opportunity for us to work on our friendship.
“I am so happy to be near you.” She said while hugging me excitedly. “We have
so many things to do together!” I smile incessantly while my heart beat so fast I

adjustment. I liked it.
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makes me feel somewhat special; an alien emotion which required a bit of personal
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thought it would jump right out of my chest. Her desire to spend time with me

Today’s agenda takes us to downtown where we will spend a full day alone, no
supervision! I can’t contain the excitement really as spending time with Connie is
my new favorite thing to do. With her, I feel alive, released from the box I live in,
laughing at anything or nothing at all. She helps me see the world in a different
light with endless possibilities and uncontrolled happiness. Her energies entice
mine and leaving her is the only thing I dread. Mom has no issue with us being
gone all day as she herself is attending a women’s prayer retreat with Connie’s
mom and aunt. Since the retreat is for women over thirty five, we’re not able to
attend. The downtown bus comes to a stop just down the block, and it takes only
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twenty minutes to arrive at our destination. I have never been there without the
presence of an adult, but I am confident I can get around.

We agree to visit the art museum first where a new Italian painter has displayed
his world famous-nudes, which make me blush and snicker. Connie laughs at me; I
smile back.
“Why are you so shy?” she asked.
I didn’t know why, but I was.
“Bodies are meant to be covered up,” mom says over and over, reiterating how
nakedness is our gateway into the boiling pit of hell.
“No, not at all,” she replied. “Bodies are beautiful no matter their weight or
color. We are all images of God, and since we are created in divine form, there is
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nothing to be ashamed of.” I am her student, attentive, in awe of her vision dripping
of kindness and wonder. Her free spirit is enchanted by everything she sees, and I
am sure there is nothing she is afraid of. If I had to relive sixteen years of misery to
experience the happiness of the last two months with Connie, I would gladly repeat

it. Our day ended eating ice cream by a fountain that for us looked a bit lonely. We
laughed uncontrollably as she splashed me with water while I tried to outrun her.
The water was cold and now completely soaking my clothes as I tripped into it. She
jumped in after me, and I could see the moonlight shining in her eyes, her eyelashes
long and beautiful from being wet. I couldn’t imagine possibly being happier than I
was at this moment.
I arrived home to the noise I’m used to. It is distant to me now as something
bigger and better has resurrected the stillness of my childhood. My wanting more,
loving more, living more, is my gift to myself. Mom’s delusion is no longer my
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concern.
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Finally
I feel the magic of the sun,
warming my desire to thrive
into a tomorrow I never
thought existed.
For the first time ever,
I shiver, with excitement to live,
I dream, with a desire to survive.
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“I wonder what is keeping her.” I said to myself.
Connie and I have another delightful day planned. The weather is rainy, but
nothing can keep us from having a good time. I waited for another twenty minutes,
but still no sign of her.
After calling out to her at her front door with still no answer, I get a bit worried.
I turn the handle and to my surprise it is unlocked. Her mother would be very
unhappy with this considering the increased crime activity in our neighborhood. It
is a constant topic of conversation for her. The house is quiet, and I feel like
somewhat of an intruder even though I consider this my second home. Maybe I

“Connie, are you here? Did you forget our plans?” I said loudly walking toward
the noise.
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attention.
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should leave considering no one is here, but a sudden noise in the kitchen got my

No reply.
She was sitting on the floor wearing a pink tank top; no bottoms, and what
seemed to be a joint between her fingers. I had seen pictures of weed when we
learned about drugs at school. Some of the boys boasted when they were able to
identify various drugs. The girls remained quiet.
“What are you doing down there?” I asked; my tension building.
She looks at me like I’m a stranger, unresponsive, with rage in her eyes.
I grab the joint, “Your mom will kill you if she finds you smoking this.” I said.
“Oh who cares, it’s her fault anyway. He just left.” She replied.

My heart raced while my body trembled at this scene.
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I sat on the floor next to her a bit nervous not knowing what she would do next.
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“What? What are you talking about? He, who?”
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“Don’t worry, I wasn’t smoking. He threw it on the floor, so I picked it up. It
feels good to sit down here.”
Connie’s mom has been prostituting her for the last six months and moving here
was an attempt to gain new clients. When she turned eighteen, she was forced to
sign a contract acknowledging this line of work or would be banished to her native
country, El Salvador, where she would be expected to do the same but in much
harsher conditions. Her mom vowed to protect her here by screening her clients,
something no one would do for her back home. Until then, Connie had no idea that
this was the family business. All her female relatives, aunts, cousins, are expected

I just sat there, ashamed in having nothing to say. I want to hug her, love her,
and assure her that everything will be resolved. I can’t move, breathe or blink.
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worries about her future.
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to follow without openly speaking of it. She is terrified for her younger sister and

She is devastated. The pain in her eyes comes through as tears roll down her face
in such force; I can’t supply tissues fast enough.
“I wish to die every minute of my pitiful existence.” She cries out. “Every breath
I take, I pray it be my last as I can’t detach from this agony. These men put their
hands on me; their touches feel like blades penetrating my dying spirit. Don’t they
feel my pain? Can’t they feel my disgust shivering under my skin? The sun no
longer rises for me and my moon hides among the stars that once shined. My body
may move, but my fight has lost its stamina. I pray for death so my soul can once
again see light. There is no hope for me.”

sister, and we can all be safe.” Run away, yes, let’s run away. Where would we go?
We can call the police. No, we can’t; you signed a contract. Oh my God this can’t
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pain. “Let’s get rid of your family.” I said. “We could move away with your little
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I rock her in my arms and cry with her. I have to help her; I have to end this

be happening. How can I help my beautiful Connie? How did I not know about
this?” We cry together for what seems like hours not once releasing her. My
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beautiful Connie, oh my beautiful Connie. I have to help her.
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HER LIFE IS A LIE. Everything her mom does, even practicing her faith, is for the
business. Her last three clients were long time attendees of our church. I now see
that our connection is a gift for the immense pain our families cause us. We
understand each other not really trying to or knowing how. It just is.
Connie’s voice cracks saying, “The only happiness in my life is you. The fun,
the laughter keeps me alive at least for a bit longer. You minimize my darkness, and
while I am with you, I fear nothing. Leaving you is my only agony.” I savor every
word she says, smiling, as these words were once dedicated to her. I beg her not to
carry out any decisions on her own until we arrange our next steps. After reassuring
her that it all be resolved, she agreed.
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She lied.
The pain and the pressure from this horrific life overcame her as she no longer
was enchanted by endless possibilities or wonder. Although she functioned around

others, her spirit had exalted to a safe space where no one could hurt her again.
Smiling became a chore, laughter, extinct. A week after our episode, her mother
found her lying on her bed, fully dressed with an empty pill bottle on her dresser.
I can’t recall what happened next. Actually, much of my reality is a blur. There
was a talk about her family moving out of the apartment complex, which could
possibly be as I don’t see them around anymore. I think her mother came to talk to
me once after Connie’s death, but I can’t remember. Focusing on school is too hard,
so I just don’t. Being mentally absent from this world feels good as I’m not required
to deal with everyday stupidity. I hear people say that with time I will get better; I
have no tolerance for them. Even mom is keeping her distance, which is icing on
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the cake.
I don’t cry as much as I used to as thinking of Connie now brings on a smile. I
remember how glorious I felt around her, and the laughing, so much laughing. She

taught me life’s value which ironically she couldn’t see at the end, but I now do.
Our lives are quilts weaved with delusion. Connie was my rescue, my salvation.
Simultaneously, I saved her until no more could make a difference. This is a
pivotal time for me as I can decide to be a victim to my experience or a victor to the
lessons I’ve just learned. I can’t begin my life anew here. My home is a garden of
pain and despair, both of which are no longer for me.
I pay the cab driver and make sure I’m on time for the train ride. Not sure where
I am heading, but it will be filled with kindness and joy as I experienced with
Connie. No one is aware that I have left, but I’ll call mom when I arrive. I’d better
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buy some ear plugs before I make the call.

The Future
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Our one
has become two;
yet as I travel this
journey alone.
I send you love
cuddled in the line
beauty of
blooming flowers,
where palettes of
celestial grace
excite our cheerless eyes,
defeated by life’s reality.
Our newly acquired freedom
is the reminder of a love
divinely enriched in the
midst of a harsh winter’s cold.
Maribella Genova
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